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Chapter 2

Data

The data used in this thesis is part of the project Buldialect—Measuring linguistic unity
and diversity in Europe.1 The data set developed during this project consists of the pro-
nunciations of 157 words collected at 197 places equally distributed all over Bulgaria
(Figure 2.1).2 The data was collected and digitalized as a joint work between the Uni-
versity of Sofia and the Institute for Parallel Processing, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences.
The main source of the data was the large dialect archive at the University of Sofia. The
word pronunciations that are part of this archive started to be gathered in 1950s, and this
work continues till now. During the Buldialect project part of this data was selected and
converted into X-SAMPA encoding for further computer processing and into IPA en-
coding for human usage. For some missing concepts and/or sites, additional expeditions
were organized as a part of the project.

In this chapter we give the description of the data set, with special emphasis on the
data collection and the selection of words. We also provide the extensive list of phonetic
features present in the data set, since feature distribution can significantly influence the
results obtained in the analyses performed. More detailed description of the data set
can be found in Prokić et al. (2009). Parts of this chapter were published as Prokić et
al. (2009) and Houtzagers, Nerbonne, and Prokić (2010).

2.1 Data collection
The dialect archive at the University of Sofia contains pronunciation data from various
sources. They include supervised students’ theses, published monographs, dictionaries,

1The project is sponsored by Volkswagen Stiftung. More information about the project can be found at
http://www.sfs.uni-tuebingen.de/dialectometry.

2For the word �iveli /Zi"veli/ ‘live - past 3rd pl’ pronunciations from many villages were not recorded.
For that reason, we do not use it in our experiments and work with 156 words at most.
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10 CHAPTER 2. DATA

and the archive of the Ideographic Dictionary of Bulgarian Dialects. The largest source
for the pronunciation data are theses written by graduate students of Bulgarian language
at the University of Sofia. The collection of these descriptions began at the end of 1950s
and intensified significantly in the following decades. The majority of the theses used for
the pronunciation data were written in the period 1960–1985, very few of them earlier
or later.

Published dialect descriptions and dictionaries are another important source. There
are two series of such publications. B�lgarska dialektologi�. Prouqvani� i ma-
teriali [Bulgarian Dialectology. Investigations and Data] is non-periodical collection
of papers published by the Publishing House of Bulgarian Academy of Science in the
period 1962-1981 (10 volumes). Trudove po b�lgarska dialektologi� [Studies
in Bulgarian Dialectology] is a collection of monographs published by the Publishing
House of Bulgarian Academy of Science in the period 1965-1979 (10 volumes). Some
standalone books were also used as a source for the dialect pronunciation data.

Part of the material comes from the archive of the Ideographic Dictionary of Bul-
garian Dialects. This project was launched by Prof. Stoyko Stoykov in the middle of
the 1950s. The material for the dictionary was collected from all possible sources: theses
and term papers written on the bases of a questionnaire composed by Stoyko Stoykov
(Stoykov, 1954); abundant material from field work expeditions, which were regularly
organized in the summers; all published dialect descriptions and dictionaries; and the
personal archives of other scholars.

Tape recordings of dialect speech are another important source. A collection of
phono-archives started in 1981. Till now there are over 250 hours of recorded dialect
speech from around 100 villages from all parts of the Bulgarian language territory.

The basic methods for the collection of dialect material were the observation of nat-
ural dialect speech and some work with questionnaires. Direct questioning was greatly
disfavored, and in some cases even prohibited. The informants were selected among the
oldest inhabitants of the village who were born locally. Preference was given to women
because they were socially and otherwise less mobile at the time. The conversations
were centered on traditional rural life — customs, religious practices, agricultural work,
surrounding nature.

2.2 Selection of words and features
For the Buldialect project pronunciations of 157 words from 197 sites were selected
from the Archive and further processed. The first criterion for word selection was the
words’ availability. The words included are frequent words that were collected from all,
or almost all of the 197 sites. In Figure 2.1 we present the distribution of all the sites
present in the Buldialect project. The sites are more or less evenly distributed throughout
the country, with the exception of the northeastern part where the concentration of the
sites is much smaller. For villages in this area no data was available in the Archive.
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Figure 2.1: Distribution of 197 sites from the data set. Concentration of the sites is much
smaller in the northeast than in the rest of the country.

During the data collection for the Archive, Prof. Stoykov included only villages that were
dialectologically homogeneous. For example, villages with mixed Turkish-Bulgarian, or
predominantly Turkish population were excluded.

Regarding the choice of words in Buldialect project, only words which are expected
to show some degree of phonetic variation were included. Another important criterion
for word selection was the balance between various phonetic features present in the data
set. For example, the reflexes of Old Bulgarian vowels are represented with the same or
nearly the same number of words. The complete list of words can be found in Appendix
A. In total, there are 39 different dialectal features which have been represented in the
chosen 157 words. Below is a list of the underlying linguistic features described in
Prokić et al. (2009) and Houtzagers, Nerbonne, and Prokić (2010). With each feature
we also provide a list of words in which the feature is present.

1. Reflexes of yat: In traditional dialectology, this is the most important dialect
border in Bulgaria that divides the country into west and east. It represents different
reflexes of the Old Bulgarian vowel *ě (yat). In the west it is always pronounced as [e],
while in the east it is pronounced either as [a], [æ], or [E]. For more detailed explanation
on the reflexes of yat see Section 2.3.3

3Throughout this thesis we use Cyrillic script to represent words in their standard orthography and phon-
emic transcriptions to refer to their pronunciation in Standard Bulgarian. Pronunciations of the words in
various dialects are represented with phonetic transcriptions. The examples in the list (1)-(39) are presented in
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Example: [xljap] vs. [xlep] vs. [xlEp] ‘bread’
Words in the data set: beli /"beli/ ‘white - pl.’, bexe /"beSe/ ‘be - past 2nd sg,

3rd sg’, b�hme /"bjaxme/ ‘be - past 1st pl’, ve�da /"veZda/ ‘eyebrow’, vid�h /vi"djax/
‘see - aorist 1st sg.’, vreme /"vreme/ ‘time’, v�tre /"v7tre/ ‘inside’, v�t�r /"vjat7r/
‘wind’, dve /dve/ ‘two’, dete /de"te/ ‘child’, dobre /do"bre/ ‘well’, gore /"gore/ ‘up’,
�el�zo /Ze"ljazo/ ‘iron’, �iveli /Zi"veli/ ‘live - past pl’, zvezda /zvez"da/ ‘star’, k�de
/k7"de/ ‘where’, mesec /"mese>ts/ ‘month’, ml�koto /"mljakoto/ ‘the milk’, nedel�
/ne"delja/ ‘Sunday’, newo /"neSto/ ‘something’, n�ma /"njama/ ‘there is no’, onezi
/o"nezi/ ‘those’, oreh /"orex/ ‘walnut’, petel /pe"tel/ ‘rooster’, p�s�k /"pjas7k/ ‘sand’,
ponedelnik /pone"delnik/ ‘Monday’, reka /re"ka/ ‘river’, r�ce /r7"tse/ ‘hand - pl’,
sredata /sre"data/ ‘the middle’, sr�da /"srjada/ ‘Wednesday’, treva /tre"va/ ‘grass’,
utre /"utre/ ‘tomorrow’ hl�b /xljab/ ‘bread’, c�l />tsjal/ ‘whole’, qerexa /

>
tSe"reSa/

‘cherry’, qovek /
>
tSo"vek/ ‘human’

2. Etymological ja: The term etymological ja refers to the vowel [a] preceded by
the palatal approximant [j] or a post-alveolar consonant.

Example: [ja"deS] vs. [e"deS] ‘eat-you’
Words in the data set: az /az/ ‘I’, agne /"agne/ ‘lamb’, ne� /"neja/ ‘she - accusative’,

ovqar /ov"
>
tSar/ ‘shepherd’, ovqari /ov"

>
tSari/ ‘shepherd - pl’, qakat /"

>
tSakat/ ‘wait - 3rd

pl’, �b�lka /"jab7lka/ ‘apple’, �b�lki /"jab7lki/ ‘apple - pl’, �ǐca /jaj">tsa/ ‘egg - pl’,
�ǐce /jaj">tse/ ‘egg’, �m /jam/ ‘eat - 1st sg’, �dex /ja"deS/ ‘eat - 2nd sg’

3. Presence or absence of initial prothetic [j]
Example: ["agne] vs. ["jagne] ‘lamb’
Words in the data set: az /az/ ‘I’, agne /"agne/ ‘lamb’, edin /e"din/ ‘one - masc’

edno /e"dno/ ‘one - neut’, ezik /e"zik/ ‘tongue’, eqemik /e
>
tSe"mik/ ‘barley’, utre /"utre/

‘tomorrow’, �b�lka /"jab7lka/ ‘apple’, �b�lki /"jab7lki/ ‘apple - pl’, �ǐca /jaj">tsa/
‘egg - pl’, �ǐce /jaj">tse/ ‘egg’

4. Presence or absence of [j] before front vowels
Example: [ko"e] vs. [ko"je] ‘which’
Words in the data set: koe /ko"e/ ‘which’
5. Elision or no elision of [j]
Example: ["neja] vs. ["nea] ‘she - accusative’
Words in the data set: maǐka /"majka/ ‘mother’, ne� /"neja/ ‘she - accusative’,

�b�lka /"jab7lka/ ‘apple’, �b�lki /"jab7lki/ ‘apple - pl’, �ǐca /jaj">tsa/ ‘egg - pl’, �ǐce
/jaj">tse/ ‘egg’, �m /jam/ ‘eat - 1st sg’, �dex /ja"deS/ ‘eat - 2nd sg’

6. Reflexes of the back nasalized vowel
Example: [ka"de] vs. [ku"de] ‘where’
Words in the data set: berat /be"r7t/ ‘pick up - 3rd pl’, v�tre /"v7tre/ ‘inside’,

dera /de"r7/ ‘flay - 1st sg’, k�de /k7"de/ ‘where’, m�� /m7Z/ ‘man’, m��e /m7"Ze/
‘men’, m���t /m7"Z7t/ ‘the man’, nos�t /"nosj7t/ ‘carry - 3rd pl’, peka /pe"k7/ ‘bake -
1st sg’, p�t /p7t/ ‘road’, r�ce /r7">tse/ ‘hand - pl’, sed� /se"dj7/ ‘sit - 1st sg’, s�bota

phonetic transcription so that e.g. final devoicing, which is quite common, is ignored.
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/"s7bota/ ‘Saturday’, qakat /"
>
tSakat/ ‘wait - 3rd pl’, qeta /

>
tSe"t7/ ‘read - 1st sg’, voda

/vo"da/ ‘water’,4 glava /gla"va/ ‘head’, �ena /Ze"na/ ‘woman’, zvezda /zvez"da/ ‘star’,
zem� /ze"mja/ ‘Earth’, reka /re"ka/ ‘river’, r�ka /r7"ka/ ‘hand’, sestra /ses"tra/ ‘sister’,
treva /tre"va/ ‘grass’, qexma /

>
tSeS"ma/ ‘fountain’

7. Reflexes of the front nasalized vowel
Example: [zet] vs. [zjOt] vs. [zj7t] vs. [zit] vs. [zent] ‘son-in-low, brother-in-low’
Words in the data set: agne /"agne/ ‘lamb’, vreme /"vreme/ ‘time’, govedo /go"vedo/

‘beef’, dete /de"te/ ‘child’, deset /"deset/ ‘ten’, ezik /e"zik/ ’tongue’, eqemik /e
>
tSe"mik/

‘barley’, ��tva /"Z7tva/ ‘harvest’, zet /zet/ ‘son-in-low, brother-in-low’, ime /"ime/
‘name’, lewa /"leSta/ ‘lentil - pl’, mesec /"mese>ts/ ‘month’, meso /me"so/ ‘meat’, pet�k
/"pet7k/ ‘Friday’, se /se/ ‘one’s self’

8. Reflexes of the back yer
Example: [ta"kof] vs. [ta"k7f] vs. [ta"kaf] vs. [ta"kOf] vs. [ta"kEf] ‘such’
Words in the data set: v�v /v7v/ ‘in’, v�nka /"v7nka/ ‘outside’, grad�t /gra"d7t/

‘the town’, d��d /d7Zd/ ‘rain’, d�no /"d7no/ ‘bottom’, m���t /m7"Z7t/ ‘the man’,
pet�k /"pet7k/ ‘Friday’, p�rvi�t /"p7rvij7t/ ‘the first’, p�s�k /"pjas7k/ ‘sand’, s�s
/s7s/ ‘with’, tak�v /ta"k7v/ ‘such’

9. Reflexes of the front yer
Example: ["t76ko] vs. ["te6ko] vs. ["tjO6ko] vs. ["tE6ko] ‘thin - neut’
Words in the data set: gladen /"gladen/ ‘hungry’, den /den/ ‘day’, dnes /dnes/

‘today’, dox�l /do"S7l/ ‘come - aor part’, edin /e"din/ ‘one - masc’, lesno /"lesno/
‘easily’, petel /pe"tel/ ‘rooster’, sega /se"ga/ ‘now’, starec /"stare>ts/ ‘old man’, t�mno
/"t7mno/ ‘dark -neut’, t�nko /"t7nko/ ‘thin - neut’

10. Choice of the vowel inserted between the two last consonants in words vy-
at�r ‘wind’ and og�n ‘fire’: The elision of the word-final, and therefore weak, yer
likely resulted in an inadmissible syllabic structure, more specifically, in a syllable-final
combination of obstruent and sonorant, and a vowel was inserted between the two con-
sonants. The vowel inserted is often specific for this word alone.

Example: ["vjat7r] vs. ["veter] ‘wind’
Words in the data set: v�t�r /"vjat7r/ ‘wind’, og�n /"og7n/ ‘fire’
11. Vowel reduction
Example: ["pepel] vs. ["pepil] vs. ["pepj7l] ‘ash’
Words in the data set: veqer /"ve

>
tSer/ ‘evening’, pepel /"pepel/ ‘ash’, ponedelnik

/pone"delnik/ ‘Monday’
12. Reflexes of yery
Example: [e"zik] vs. [e"z1k] ‘tongue’
Words in the data set: ezik /e"zik/ ‘tongue’, sirene /"sirene/ ‘cheese’
13. Rounding of front vowels
Example: [Zif] vs. [Zyf] vs. [Zuf] ‘alive’

4In those East Bulgarian dialects where the general singular form of feminine nouns derives from the
accusative. Also for all the examples till the end of point 6.
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Words in the data set: eqemik /e
>
tSem"ik/ ‘barley’, �el�zo /Ze"ljazo/ ‘iron’, �iv

/Ziv/ ‘alive’, �iveli /Zi"veli/ ‘live - past 3rd pl’ ime /"ime/ ‘name’, qerexa /
>
tSe"reSa/

‘cherry’, qexma /
>
tSeS"ma/ ‘fountain’

14. Unrounding of front vowels
Example: [klju

>
tS] vs. [kli

>
tS] ‘key’

Words in the data set: kl�q /klju
>
tS/ ‘key’

15. Alternation /o/-/e/
Example: [

>
dZop] vs. [

>
dZep] ‘pocket’

Words in the data set: d�ob /
>
dZob/ ‘pocket’, naxe /"naSe/ ‘ours’, pepel /"pepel/

‘ash’
16. Presence or absence of vowel elision
Example: [ne"delja] vs. ["ndelja] ‘Sunday’
Words in the data set: eqemik /e

>
tSe"mik/ ‘barley’, ml�koto /"mljakoto/ ‘the milk’,

nedel� /ne"delja/ ‘Sunday’, ovca /ov">tsa/ ‘sheep’, ovce /ov">tse/ ‘sheep - pl’, ponedel-
nik /pone"delnik/ ‘Monday’, s�bota /"s7bota/ ‘Saturday’, tova /to"va/ ‘this - neut’

17. Change by analogy, like ["dolu] vs. ["dole] ‘down’, presumeably due to
analogy with ["gore] ‘up’

Example: ["dolu] vs. ["dole] ‘down’ analogy with ["gore] ‘up’
Words in the data set: dolu /"dolu/ ‘down’, peka /pe"k7/ ‘bake - 1st sg’ (due to

analogy with seka /se"k7/ ‘chop - 1st sg’)
18. Reflexes of syllabic liquids
Example: [v7lk] vs. [vl7k] vs. [vl

"
k] vs. [v7k] vs. [vuk] vs. [vOlk] vs. [vElk] ‘wolf’

Words in the data set: b�rzo /"b7rzo/ ‘quickly’, vr�h /vr7x/ ‘peak’, vr�wam
/"vr7Stam/ ‘give back - 1st sg’, v�lk /v7lk/ ‘woolf’, v�lna /"v7lna/ ‘wool’, d�lbok
/d7l"bok/ ‘deep’, d�rvo /d7r"vo/ ‘tree’, ��lt /Z7lt/ ‘yellow’, kr�v /kr7v/ ‘blood’,
pr�q /pr7

>
tS/ ‘he-goat’, pr�vi�t /"pr7vij7t/ ‘the first’, s�rp /s7rp/ ‘sickle’, qerven

/
>
tSer"ven/ ‘red’, qeren /"

>
tSeren/ ‘black’, �b�lka /"jab7lka/ ‘apple’, �b�lki /"jab7lki/

‘apple - pl’
19. Reflexes of *tj, *dj
Example: ["leSta] vs. ["leS

>
tSa] vs. ["le

>
tSa] ‘lentils’

Words in the data set: ve�da /"veZda/ ‘eyebrow’, vr�wam /"vr7Stam/ ‘give back -
1st sg’, lewa /"leSta/ ‘lentil - pl’, newe /ne"Ste/ ‘not want - 3rd sg’, now /noSt/ ‘night’,
plawam /"plaStam/ ‘pay - 1st sg’, we /Ste/ ‘will’

20. Variation of the original initial cluster qr + following vowel ~ or ă
Example: [

>
tSer"ven] vs. [>ts7r"ven] ‘red’

Words in the data set: qerven /
>
tSer"ven/ ‘red’, qeren /"

>
tSeren/ ‘black’, qerexa

/
>
tSe"reSa/ ‘cherry’

21. Epenthetic [l]
Example: [ze"mja] vs. [zem"lja] vs. [zem"nja] ‘land’
Words in the data set: zem� /ze"mja/ ‘land’
22. Presence or absence of voiced affricates
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Example: [
>
dZop] vs. [Zop] ‘pocket’

Words in the data set: d�ob /
>
dZob/ ‘pocket’, �el�zo /Ze"ljazo/ ‘iron’, zvezda

/zvez"da/ ‘star’
23. Presence or absence of palatalized consonants
Example: [vl

"
k] vs. [v7ljk] ‘wolf’

Words in the data set: agne /"agne/ ‘lamb’, brane /bra"ne/ ‘pick - verb. noun’, v�lk
/v7lk/ ‘wolf’, kon /kon/ ‘horse’, maǐka /"majka/ ‘mother’, nos�t /"nosj7t/ ‘carry - 3rd

pl’, og�n /"og7n/ ‘fire’, ponedelnik /pone"delnik/ ‘Sunday’, p�t /p7t/ ‘road’, sed�
/se"dj7/ ‘sit - 1st sg’, sirene /"sirene/ ‘cheese’, sol /sol/ ‘salt’, furna /"furna/ ‘oven’,
�b�lka /"jab7lka/ ‘apple’, �b�lki /"jab7lki/ ‘apple - pl’

24. Results of palatalization of /st/, /zd/ in words corresponding to Standard
Bulgarian ["gosti] guests, ["grozde] grapes

Example: ["gosti] vs. ["gosje] vs. ["gojse] ‘guest - pl’
Words in the data set: gosti /"gosti/ ‘guest - pl’, grozde /"grozde/ ‘grapes’
25. Presence or absence of simplification of the clusters str /str/, zdr /zdr/
Example: [se"stra] vs. [se"sra] ‘sister’
Words in the data set: zdrav /zdrav/ ‘healthy’, sestra /ses"tra/ ‘sister’, strah

/strax/ ‘fear’
26. Presence or absence of epenthesis of [t] and [d] in the clusters [sr] and [zr]
Example: ["srjada] vs. ["strjada] ‘Wednesday’
Words in the data set: sr�da /"srjada/ ‘Wednesday’
27. Presence or absence of the voiceless velar fricative
Example: [strax] vs. [stra] ‘fear’
Words in the data set: b�hme /"bjaxme/ ‘were - 1st pl’, vid�h /vi"djax/ ‘see - aor

1st sg’, vr�h /vr7x/ ‘peak’, dadoha /"dadoxa/ ‘give - aor 3rd pl’, oreh /"orex/ ‘walnut’,
strah /strax/ ‘fear’, suh /sux/ ‘dry’, uho /u"xo/ ‘ear’, hl�b /xljab/ ‘bread’, horo /xo"ro/
‘chain dance’, hubav /"xubav/ ‘beautiful - masc’, hubavo /"xubavo/ ‘beautiful - neut’

28. Presence or absence of the voiceless labiodental fricative
Example: ["furna] vs. ["vurna] vs. ["xurna] vs. ["hurna] vs. ["Furna] ‘oven’
Words in the data set: furna /"furna/ ‘oven’
29. Preservation or loss of */v/ before rounded vowels
Example: [vol] vs. [ol] ‘ox’
Words in the data set: vol /vol/ ‘ox’, dvor /dvor/ ‘yard’, d�rvo /d7r"vo/ ‘tree’,

tvoǐ /tvoj/ ‘yours’, hubavo /"xubavo/ ‘pretty - neut’
30. Presence or absence of prothetic [v] before rounded vowels
Example: ["og7n] vs. ["vog7n] ‘fire’
Words in the data set: og�n /"og7n/ ‘fire’, oreh /"orex/ ‘walnut’
31. Devoicing of obstruents in certain positions
Example: [Zif] vs. [Ziv] ‘alive’
Words in the data set: d�ob /

>
dZob/ ‘pocket’, d��d /d7Zd/ ‘rain’, �iv /Ziv/ ‘alive’,

zdrav /zdrav/ ‘healthy’, kr�v /kr7v/ ‘blood’, m�� /m7Z/ ‘man’, ovca /ov">tsa/ ‘sheep’,
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ovce /ov">tse/ ‘sheep - pl’, ovqar /ov"
>
tSar/ ‘shepherd’, ovqari /ov"

>
tSari/ ‘shepherd - pl’,

tak�v /ta"k7v/ ‘such’, hl�b /xljab/ ‘bread’, hubav /"xubav/ ‘pretty - masc’
32. The form of the preposition *v� and the prefix *v~
Example: ["vlizam] vs. [u"lizam] ‘enter - 1st sg’
Words in the data set: vlizam /"vlizam/ ‘to enter - 1st sg’, v�v /v7v/ ‘in’
33. Various assimilations and dissimilations
Example: [of">tsa] vs. [os">tsa] ‘sheep’
Words in the data set: edno /e"dno/ ‘one - neut’, mnogo /"mnogo/ ‘much, many’,

ovca /ov">tsa/ ‘sheep’, ovce /ov">tse/ ‘sheep - pl’, ovqar /ov"
>
tSar/ ‘shepherd’, ovqari

/ov"
>
tSari/ ‘shepherd - pl’, t�mno /"t7mno/ ‘dark -neut’
34. Nonsystematic changes in individual words
Example: ["b7rzo] vs. ["b7rZe] ‘quickly’
Words in the data set: b�rzo /"b7rzo/ ‘quickly’, veqe /"ve

>
tSe/ ‘already’, vqera

/"v
>
tSera/ ‘yesterday’, qovek /

>
tSo"vek/ ‘person’

35. Morphophonemic alternations or suffixes connected with the formation of
secondary imperfective verbs

Example: ["vlizam] vs. ["vlazam] vs. ["vljavam] ‘enter - 1st sg’
Words in the data set: vlizam /"vlizam/ ‘enter - 1st sg’, vr�wam /"vr7Stam/ ’give

back - 1st sg’, plawam /"plaStam/ ’pay - 1st sg’
36. Form of certain grammatical endings, such as that of the first person plural

in all tenses
Example: ["bjaxme] vs. ["bexmo] ‘were - 1st pl’
Words in the data set: b�hme /"bjaxme/ ‘were - 1st pl’
37. Choice of the suffix in certain nouns that originally belonged to the n-stem

nouns:
Example: ["kam7k] vs. ["kamik] vs. ["kamen] ‘stone’
Words in the data set: eqemik /e

>
tSe"mik/ ‘barley’, kam�k /"kam7k/ ‘stone’

38. Various forms of words that are derived from a common Old Bulgarian
form

Example: ["vie] vs. [vi] vs. [ve] ‘you’
Words in the data set: vie /"vie/ ‘you’, i /i/ ‘she - dative’, im /im/ ‘they - dative’, nie

/"nie/ ‘we’, onezi /o"nezi/ ‘those’, tova /to"va/ ‘this - neut’, togava /to"gava/ ‘then’, �
/ja/ ‘she - accusative’

39. Different position of stress
Example: ["vino] vs. [vi"no] ‘wine’

2.3 Traditional scholarship
In this section we give a short overview of the main dialect areas distinguished by tradi-
tional Bulgarian dialectology.
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As found in Boyadzhiev (2004), the development of modern Bulgarian dialecto-
logy started in 1848 when Russian Slavist Viktor Grigorovich published a book Oqerk
putexestvi� po Evropeǐskoǐ Turcii [A Sketch of a Journey in European Turkey]
(Grigorovich, 1848) in which, for the first time, he proposed division of the Bulgarian
dialect area into west and east, describing at the same time linguistic features respons-
ible for this division. After the liberation of Bulgaria from the Ottoman Empire in 1878,
the interest in Bulgarian dialects increased, which resulted in numerous studies of the
various individual dialects. The most significant period in the development of Bulgarian
dialectology came after World War II and is related to the work of Prof. Stoyko Stoykov.
Prof. Stoykov, who was the head of the Bulgarian dialectology section within the Insti-
tute for Bulgarian Language and the leading expert in Bulgarian dialectology, organized
field expeditions, and set the foundations for Bulgarian dialect atlas (Stoykov and Bern-
stein, 1964; Stoykov, 1966; Stoykov et al., 1974; Stoykov, Kochev, and Mladenov, 1981).
Led by Prof. Stoykov, Bulgarian dialectologists compiled reference books, atlases, dic-
tionaries, monograph descriptions of individual dialects, as well as analytic surveys on
a different topics from dialectology (Alexander, 2004). Stoykov’s basic assumptions
were that a dialect is a self-contained linguistic system and that a satisfactory dialect
description should provide a thorough account of all levels of this system, contrary to
the practice of collecting and describing only exotic and rare words and features (Prokić
et al., 2009). On the basis of Prof. Stoykov’s work, Bulgarian dialectology continues to
develop till present times.

In B�lgarska dialektologi� [Bulgarian dialectology] (Stoykov, 2002), Stoykov
described the main dialect areas in Bulgaria (Figure 2.2). This division was based on the
variation of different phonetic features and no lexical or syntactic variation was taken
into account. According to Stoykov, the main division of Bulgarian dialects is into
western and eastern. The border between these two areas is the so-called yat border that
reflects different pronunciations of the Old Bulgarian vowel yat. It goes from Nikopol
in the north, near Pleven and Teteven down to Petrich in the south, represented by the
bold dashed line in Figure 2.2. This is the oldest dialect border that is still very well
preserved. In a nonpalatal environment, i.e. before a syllable that does not contain
post-alveolar consonant, palatalized consonant or a front vowel, in the west the Old
Bulgarian vowel *ě (yat) is always pronounced as [e], while in the east it is pronounced
either as [a] or a low variant of [e]. If the reflex of yat is [a] or a very low variant of
[e], a preceding consonant is usually palatalized. For example [bel] vs. [bjal], [bjæl] or
[bEl]. This isogloss divides Bulgarian language area into west and east. According to
Stoykov (2002), east of the yat line there is a division into northeastern and southeastern
areas based on the pronunciation of the old vowel yat in a palatal environment, i.e. if
there is a post-alveolar consonant, palatalized consonant or a front vowel in the following
syllable. In the northeast yat is pronounced as [e], while in the southeast it is pronounced
as [a], [æ] or [E]. For example [beli] vs. [bjali], [bjæli] or [bEli].

Taking into account various phonetic features, including reflexes of *ě (yat) as well,
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Stoykov divides the Bulgarian dialect area first into two zones—eastern and western
along the yat line. These two areas are further divided into six dialect zones, which
can also be seen on the map in Figure 2.2. In the east, there are Moesian, Balkan and
Rupian dialects. In the west, he distinguishes southwestern, northwestern dialects and
the transitional zone at the border with Serbia.

Moesian dialects are situated in the northeastern part of Bulgaria. According to Stoykov (2002,
101-103) the most important phonetic and morphophonetic characteristics of this dialect
are the following:

• In stressed syllables, the reflexes of Old Bulgarian vowel *ě (yat) before non-
palatal syllables is [ja] and before palatal syllables is [E] ([bjal] vs. [bEli]). Under
the influence of the Balkan dialects [E] is almost completely replaced by [e].

• velarized realization of the Old Bulgarian back yer in a stressed position

• non-existence of consonants /f/ and /x/

• change of consonant /d/ into [n] before /n/ (*dn > [nn])

• the masculine definite article is /o/ (stressed) and /u/ (unstressed) instead of formal
Bulgarian /7t/ and /7/

• ending /e/ instead of formal Bulgarian /i/ for multi-syllable masculine nouns

• ending /e/ in stressed syllables instead of formal Bulgarian /i/ for plural past active
aorist participles

Balkan dialects cover the central area of present Bulgaria and represent the most extens-
ive group of dialects of the Bulgarian language. The main characteristics of the Balkan
dialects are the following (Stoykov, 2002, 107):

• the reflexes of Old Bulgarian vowel *ě (yat) before non-palatal syllable is [ja] and
before palatal syllable is [e] ([bjal] vs. [beli])

• reductions of vowels /a/, /e/ and /o/, which are usually reduced to [@], [i] and [u]
respectively

• realization of /a/ is [e] after a soft consonant or /Z/, /S/, /
>
Ù/, /

>
Ã/, and before a soft

syllable

Rupian dialects are found in the southeastern part of Bulgaria, and include the southern
part of Trakia, the region of Haskovo, the Rodopes and the most southeastern region
of Bulgaria around Malko Tarnovo. Rupian dialects comprise varieties that are het-
erogeneous and have vastly different phonetic characteristics. However, according to
Stoykov (2002, 120-122) the following characteristics are present in all Rupian dialects:
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• large number of palatal consonants in various positions

• soft pronunciation of consonants /Z/, /S/ and /
>
Ù/

• preserved consonant /x/ in all positions

• widespread labialization of /i/ into /u/

• change of consonant /d/ into [n] before /n/ (*dn > [nn])

Northwestern dialects are situated in the area between the border with Serbia in the
west and the yat border on the east, and between Stara planina mountain in the south
and the river Danube in the north. The phonological characteristics of this group of
dialects are the following (Stoykov, 2002, 146):

• the reflex of Old Bulgarian vowel *ě (yat) is always [e]

• the reflex of old back nasal vowel yus and back vowel yer is [7]

• the reflexes of old groups *tj and *dj are /St/ and /Zd/

• ending /e/ instead of formal Bulgarian /i/ for plural past active aorist participles

• the masculine definite article is /@/ in a stressed syllable and /a/ in an unstressed
syllable

Southwestern dialects are situated west of the yat line, occupying the territory that lies
between Rupian and Balkan dialects in the east, northwestern dialects in the north and
transitional dialects at the border with Serbia on the west. The main characteristics of
these dialects are the following (Stoykov, 2002, 149):

• the reflex of Old Bulgarian vowel *ě (yat) is always [e]

• the reflex of Old Bulgarian back nasal vowel yus is in most cases [a]
The exception is Sofia area where the reflex [@] is found.

• the reflex of Old Bulgarian back yer � and front yer ~ is mostly [a], but in the
western parts reflex [o] is found instead of [a]

• the reflexes of old groups *tj and *dj are /St/ and /Zd/

• change of /o/ into [e] after /Z/, /S/, /
>
Ù/ and /j/

• single masculine definite article is /o/ or /a/
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Transitional dialects lie at both sides of today’s Bulgarian-Serbian border. In this thesis
we are interested only in the varieties that are within the Bulgarian administrative border.
At the Bulgarian side, these dialects occupy very small area near the border and represent
a transition between Serbian and Bulgarian language varieties. They are characterized
by the following features (Stoykov, 2002, 164-165):

• the reflex of Old Bulgarian vowel *ě (yat) is always [e]

• the reflexes of old groups *tj and *dj are /
>
Ù/ and /

>
dZ/

• the reflex of Old Bulgarian back nasal vowel yus is [u]

• the reflex of Old Bulgarian back and front yer is always [@]

• articulation of voiced consonants at the end of the word (as in Serbian)

• softer [l] than in other Bulgarian dialects, but not palatalized

• complete loss of consonant /f/ in all positions—in new words it is replaced with
/v/

• complete loss of consonant /x/ in all positions

• frequent usage of palatalized /n/ and /l/ in word final position and before front
vowels /e/ and /i/

In the following chapters of this thesis we apply various quantitative methods on the
dialect pronunciation data from the Buldialect project in order to automatically detect
main dialect groups and calculate the distances between them. In Chapter 4 we compare
in detail the results of the computational analysis to the traditional divisions of Bulgarian
dialects. The aim of the comparison is to evaluate our computational methods but also
to check the distribution of the phonetic features responsible for traditional divisions
within the Buldialect data set. The results will show that the features responsible for the
traditional dialect divisions, according to Stoykov (2002), are well represented in our
data set.
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